World Renowned Heart Surgeon Renounces Mainstream Heart Health
Practice
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It is very encouraging to see a mainstream medicine insider with impressive credentials come out and
confirm what some of us outsiders have known for a while.
Dr. Dwight Lundell has been a heart specialist MD and surgeon for 25 years, having performed 5,000
open heart surgeries. He was Chief Surgeon at the Banner Heart Hospital in Mesa, AZ, and he ran a
successful private practice.
This is how he begins his personal testimony: "We physicians with all our training, knowledge and
authority often acquire a rather large ego that tends to make it difficult to admit we are wrong. So, here it
is. I freely admit to being wrong."
Dr. Lundell's current perspective on heart health
Dr. Lundell has seen through the cholesterol hoax, the low fat diet scam recommended by medical
authorities, and the high adverse risks without benefits of statin drugs. From his experience as a heart
specialist, he realizes that statin drugs are more dangerous than high cholesterol
(http://www.naturalnews.com).
He maintains that lowering cholesterol unnaturally invites other health issues. Our bodies need
cholesterol for cell walls, nervous system sheathing, and brain matter. Cholesterol is part of our
necessary physiology. Cholesterol is also converted into various hormones by the endocrine system.
Dr. Lundell points to low fat diet recommendations as a major factor for raising cardiac and diabetes
issues statistics nationally. He points out that healthy fats do exist and they're important. Medical dietary
recommendations have expanded an already toxic food industry by promoting unhealthy fats
(http://www.naturalnews.com/035033_cholesterol_disinformation_fats.html).
Dr. Lundell has seen evidence of inflammation within blood vessel inner walls while performing his many
heart surgeries. Inflammation, he asserts, is the cause of heart disease and other chronic health issues.
This has been explored by a few other MDs and naturopaths over the past few years.
So now that he's out of the Medical Mafia Matrix, Dr. Lundell is promoting nutrition with whole foods and
healthy fats. He has written a book, The Cure for Heart Disease: Truth Will Save a Nation, and has
founded the Healthy Humans Foundation.
He warns that toxic processed oils are pervasive, saturating processed foods and market shelves. This
contributes to an omega-6 to omega-3 imbalance for most of the population. The omega-6 to omega-3
ratio should be 3 to 1, or inflammation will definitely occur sooner or later. Among Americans, this ratio is
sometimes as high as 35 to 1.
Kudos to Dr. Lundell for stepping out of the Medical Mafia Matrix to realize the value of nutrition for heart
health and debunk several decades of AMA and Big Pharma cholesterol myth-making that slandered
healthy fats.
Dr. Lundell is one of the more prominent mainstream medicine members stepping out to slowly unravel
the false paradigm for heart health, which even many alternative health practitioners have fallen for.
If you know someone who is being treated without for cardiac problems without real progress and is
reluctant to take advice from anyone that doesn't have MD after his or her name, send that person to Dr.
Lundell's website (http://truthaboutheartdisease.org/).
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